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Overarching principles

Source control
Precautionary principle
Helping to reduce health inequalities
Most deprived areas:
- 9 years life expectancy
- 18 years “healthy life”

What is a “good” indoor environment
for health, comfort and wellbeing?
Perceptions & satisfaction

Health-based metrics

Design measures

Desired outcomes

Indicators (e.g. TVOCs)

Pollutants (e.g. formaldehyde)

?

Limits to current knowledge and guidelines
Health of vulnerable populations; comfort of groups historically less studied

Confidence on applicability of IEQ guidelines

Effect of combined, cumulative, and new environmental factors

xyz
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Air quality
Guidance is needed because :
1) Outdoor pollution
2 ) Indoor pollution
3 ) Lack of comprehensive regulatory framework for indoor air quality

Design measures (ventilation) vs Desired outcome (air quality)
Building Regulations: “There shall be adequate ventilation”
Approved Document F (2013):
“ It is assumed that the outside air is of reasonable quality.
This AD does not address contamination from outdoor sources. “

Tbc in future Part F changes …

Air Quality – Step by Step Approach

Hierarchy - Source control
Internal & external, to indoor & outdoor
Environmental synergies
Early decisions incl. building layout
Ventilation: ventilate for people, not the space
Strategy
Rates – follow best practice guidance;
preferably with demand control
Filtration & purification – last step

© Architype

Construction processes and checks
© ZCH, 2016

Operation & Maintenance

© Craig Booth, Ductwork Cleaning

Thermal comfort
How we perceive comfort =
air temperature + air movement, surface temperature
(+ choice / control)

Health-based criteria? >> Limits of comfort, CIBSE TM59 & TM52
Adaptive comfort – where we can rely on people’s choices and perceptions; beware dehydration
Passive design first: energy, resilience, comfort >> extent and location of glazed areas, shading
Air movement: fans, windows
Caution – hot water distribution e.g. long corridors

the installation of more efficient LED lamps.
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related
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process
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and allergens
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to the occupant in a good state?

Comfort:
Partially. The handover procedure was very good. There was a full

Site 1

explanation of the ventilation system, controls and trickle vents with
a checklist provided&
forrelative
the Site Agent
to work through.
However,
Higher temperature
humidity
(RH)
the external ventilation grilles in 40% of dwellings were not cleaned
Ø Summer
discomfort
out properly before handover (they contained mortar and debris).
Ø Risk The
of death
atwere
extremes,
mostly
occupier we
able to interview
thoughtin
theAsia
fans were too
noisy
and
chose
to
turn
the
system
off
completely
at
the isolator
Ø Climate change!
switch. The issue was caused by the fan coming on at night due to
the humidistat control kicking in.

Winter discomfort from dry air e.g. offices with high
ventilation
rates
No. There
was a good handover process to the buyers. However,
Site
2
the occupants interviewed did not know they had an MVHR system
were therefore unaware of the need to change the filters. The
No WHOand
criterion:
ventilation, surface T
suspected reason for this was that all apartments were buy-to-let
properties. The handover procedure was carried out with the home
owner,RH
but not
the renter. Consequently,
they had not been
Ø 40-60%
inwith
dwellings
and air-conditioned
informed of the type of ventilation system or the need to maintain it.
buildings,
40-70%
The filters
in the MVHRelsewhere
units had not been changed/cleaned upon
The MVHR system
was quiet in normal mode and was
Ø Goodhandover.
construction
& operation
only noticeable when on boost. The noise was likely down to room
air terminal valves being set too tight (see above).

Site 3

No. The sales team confirmed that homeowners complained of
noisy fans and all isolators were switched off. As with Site 1, it is
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Findings have also led to changes in the development
process. The views of the asset management teams
who are responsible for individual developments
are, for example, now sought in early design stage
workshops so that feedback from completed projects
is shared. At the other end of the process handover
has been dramatically improved, with more time and
effort spent providing materials and inductions for
tenants and residents. Perhaps most importantly POE
has reinforced the feedback loop in learning from built
projects in the work of both the developer and URBED,
meaning that the user experience is considered right
from the very start of the design process.

© URBED

Humidity

Common lessons have been learnt that have
influenced the design of future projects. A much
greater emphasis is now placed on a ‘fabric first’
approach to achieve energy targets and carbon
emissions reductions. The studies demonstrated
that complex technological approaches can lead to
problems that often demand excessive management
resource – an example is management time spent
sorting out metering and billing issues caused by high
system losses experienced in district heating schemes.

© Urbed / RIBA, 2017
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Mould in a cupboard
in the Show Home at
Site 3 – Example of the
risk of under-ventilation,
including during building
drying-out phase. Sales
staﬀ had closed all the
trickle ventilators
and switched oﬀ fans

Light
Visual processing

17/
POT

Light as radiation

Anterior
pituitary

Non-visual effects: ipRGCs receptors, 2002
“Circadian”, “human-centric” lighting = ??
ü Importance of spectrum
Metric: how to measure?
Level: what is good?
Time dependent: when is it good?
Rapid and wide adoption of LED lighting
Ø Daylight and views out
Ø Glare protection
Approaches for shift workers
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A simplified schematic diagram of two eye-brain pathways. Light received by the
eye is converted to neural signals that pass via the optic nerve to these visual and non-visual
pathways. POT = Primary optic tract; RHT = retino-hypothalamic tract; LGN/IGL = lateral
geniculate nucleus/intergeniculate leaflet; SCN = suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothalamus;
PVN = paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus; IMLCC = intermediolateral cell column
of the spinal cord; SCG = superior cervical ganglion; CRH = corticotropic releasing hormone;
ACTH = adrenocorticotropic hormone (after CIE, 2004a)

This means there is still much to learn about the non-visual effects of light exposure (Boyce,
2006). It would be unwise to attempt to manipulate the circadian system with light too much or
too often until all the possible consequences have been explored and understood which is why
the effects of light exposure on human health are discussed in BS EN 12464-1 but no explicit
recommendations are given. However, it is worth pointing out that both the visual system and
the circadian system have evolved under a natural regime of daylight days and dark nights. The
alternative electric light sources have only been available for use by day and night for about
a hundred years, a very short time in evolutionary terms. It may be that the main impact of a
greater understanding of the role of light exposure on human health will be to return attention to
the better daylighting of buildings.
A proven benefit for light exposure is in the treatment of seasonal mood disorders, such as
depression and bipolar disorder, although the exact mechanism is unknown. The most common
form is winter depression, better known as Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). Seasonal
depression symptoms include increased appetite, carbohydrate craving and unacceptable weight
gain as well as increased sleep (Lam and Levitt, 1998). Estimates vary as to the prevalence
of seasonal mood disorders and there are several theories as to their cause, but there is little
controversy concerning the value of light therapy as an effective treatment (Ravindran et al.,
2009). Standard light therapy involves the delivery of up to ~10 000 lx, measured at the eye,
for 30 min daily, usually in the early morning delivered either by daylight or by a light box
(Figure 1.12).
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Light - Caution

Who are the 20%?
It could be 100% of their time …
And their health, comfort and satisfaction could affect that of all other occupants
e.g. medical and care staff, FM
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